
PQRST 15 PUZZLE COMPETITION
PUZZLE 01          (20 points penalty for a wrong answer)       60 points
Unique Location
Black out one square, so that there remains only one way to locate the given pentominoes into the grid.
Pentominoes may be rotated and/or reflected.
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Answer key: Enter the coordinates of the blacked out square; in the form of: A1

PUZZLE 02                                                                               30 points
Neighbourhood
Enter numbers from 1 to 9 once each, into the nine circles. For each number, the sum of all numbers connected
to it is given.

Answer key: Enter the nine digits in clockwise order, starting with 1; in the form of: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

A B C D E
1
2
3
4

2   =  15

3   =  5

4   =  9

1   =  10

5   =  7

6   =  20

7   =  17

8   =  18

9   =  21

Example:

1   =  5

2   =  8

3   =  3

4   =  2

1

32

4



PUZZLE 03                                                                               70 points
Half Dominoes
Place all half dominoes into nine spaces so that the numbers tell the total number of dots in the representing
direction. Half dominoes cannot be rotated or mirrored.
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Answer key: Enter the half dominoes you placed, row by row. For the example, the answer key would be:
697, 428, 351

PUZZLE 04         (10 points penalty for a wrong answer)        80 points
Tents & Trees
Each tree in the grid has a tent connected to it in one of its four edges. Tents do not touch each other, not
even diagonally. Numbers on the sides tell the number of tents in the representing row or column. Find the
locations of all the tents.

Answer key: Enter the number of tents that are connected to its tree’s north edge, then number of tents that
are connected to its tree’s west edge. For the example, the answer key would be: 1, 1

Example:

Example:
5

3

8

5

64 4 7 6

1

3

3
2
2

1
3
1

3 2 1 3 2 1 4



PUZZLE 05                                                                               75 points
Traffic Signs
Start at the parking place, travel through all squares and stop at the STOP sign. You cannot cross or retrace
your path. Arrows on the signs show the only ways that are allowed.
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Answer key: Write all the turns you made on your way; using L for left and R for right. For the example,
the answer key would be: LRRRRRLLRR

PUZZLE 06          (50 points penalty for a wrong answer)       95 points
Packing Battleships
Place some hints (1-unit segments) inside of a 4x5 grid so that there exists only one way to locate the 10-
ship fleet into the grid. What is the minimum number of hints required to achieve it? There are seven hints
in the example below.

Answer key: Enter the number of minimum hints; in the form of: 7

Example:

Example:



PUZZLE 07                                                                               70 points
Lettered Sudoku
Write numbers one, two, three, four, five and six into every row, column and 2x3 block in the grid. Number
of total letters in the dotted boxes must be equal to each other.
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Answer key: Enter the numbers in the topleft-bottomright diagonal of the grid in order; in the form of: one,
two, three, four, five, six

PUZZLE 08       (10 points penalty for a wrong answer)        120 points
Chocolate Bar
You have a 5x9 (total 45 square parts) chocolate bar and you’ll split it into four pieces to give to your friends.
You have to make three breaks along the lines between the square parts. One piece at a time and always with
a straight cut. List the square-areas of the resulting pieces in increasing order and call this a set (“7-8-10-
20” for the example below). How many different sets are there, that only consist of different areas? So, for
example, do not count the set “5-5-14-21”.

Answer key: Enter your answer; in the form of: 100

Example:

five

six

one

two

six

10
8 20

7



PUZZLE 09                          30x(# of Crossing letters) - 2x(Area) points
Crossing Numbers
Locate all of the words in the list into the smallest rectangular grid, following the criss-cross rules. Each
word must be read either from left to right, or from top to bottom. All words must be connected to each other.
There cannot be any other word on the grid when you’re finished.
Your score is: 30x(# of crossing letters) - 2x(area of the rectangular grid)
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Answer key: Enter your score first. Then enter the contents of your grid row by row, using “.” (points) for
blank cells. For the example, the answer key would be: 50: ..F.F, TWO.I, ..U.V, THREE

Play with Matches
Locate some matches into the hexagonal field below along the gid lines and then start a fire on an intersection
point of the field. A match begins to light only on its coated end, and it lights for exactly one minute. For
each minute of the experiment, count the number of matches that are lit.
Maximize the score of: (# of matches lit in the 1st minute)x(# of matches lit in the 2nd minute)x...
Best answer gets 200 points. Each next answer gets 5 points less (No negative scores).

Answer key: When the A-side is up, consider only the horizontal matches and write the representing letters
(x or y) of the matches row by row; using b for blank lines. Repeat the same for B-side up and C-side up.
Put an “F” for fire start, in the appropriate place in the list of the A-side. The answer key for the example
would be: xFyyxxyxyy, xxyxxxy, ybxxxxx

PUZZLE 10                                                        200, 195, 190, ... points

Check the errata column on the main page in case of any mistakes or misinformation.
http://www.otuzoyun.com/pqrst

Example:

Example:

TWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE

F F
T W O I

U V
T H R E E

Score: 30x3 - 2x20 = 50

ONE
TWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE
SIX

SEVEN
EIGHT
NINE
TEN
ELEVEN
TWELVE

THIRTEEN
FOURTEEN
FIFTEEN
SIXTEEN
SEVENTEEN
EIGHTEEN

Word List:

1st min: 3 matches

2nd min: 4 matches

3rd min: 6 matches

4th min: 4 matches

5th min: 5 matches

Score: 3x4x6x4x5=1440

A

B C

x

y


